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ABSTRACT
Reproducibility is the cornerstone of science. Many scientific com-

munities have been struck by the reproducibility crisis, and com-

puter science is no exception. Its answer has been to require artifact

evaluations along with accepted articles and award badges to re-

ward authors for their efforts to support ‘reproducibility.’ Authors

voluntarily submit artifacts associated with a submission to review-

ers who decide their ‘reproducibility’ properties. We argue that the

notion of ‘reproducibility’ considered by such badges is limited and

misses important aspects of the reproducibility crisis. In this article,

we survey almost 300 articles from five leading conferences on par-

allel and distributed systems held in 2023 (CCGrid, EuroSys, OSDI,

PPoPP, and SC). For each article, we gather information about its

artifacts (how it was shared, under which experimental setup, and

how the software environment was generated and shared), as well

as the reproducibility badges awarded. By reviewing the methods

and tools used to create and share artifacts in a technical, in-depth,

and article content-agnostic manner, we found that the state of prac-

tice does not address reproducibility in terms of artifact longevity
and we expose eight observations that support this finding. To ad-

dress the longevity of artifacts, we propose a new badge based on

source code, experimental setup, and software environment. These

criteria will allow rewarding artifacts expected to withstand the

test of time. This work aims to shed light on the issue of long-term

reproducibility in parallel and distributed systems and to start a

discussion in the community towards addressing the issue.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The scientific community as a whole is traversing a reproducibility

crisis for the last decade. Computer science is not an exception

to this crisis [66, 4]. The reproducibility of research is essential to

build solid knowledge and increase reliability and confidence in

the results, while limiting the methodology and analysis bias. In

2015, Collberg et al. [15] studied the reproducibility of 402 exper-

imental articles published in system conferences and journals of

2011 and 2012. Each of the articles studied linked the source code

used to perform their experiments. Of the 402 articles, 46% were

not reproducible. The main causes were: (i) the source code was not
available, (ii) the code did not compile or run, (iii) the experiments

required specific hardware.

To reward authors of reproducible articles, several publishers,

such as ACM or Springer, set up a peer review-based artifact evalu-

ation for each submission. This peer review process of the exper-

imental artifact can award one or several badges to the authors

based on the level of reproducibility of their artifacts.

The term reproducibility is often used in a broad sense and

gathers several concepts. ACM proposed definitions for the re-

producibility terminology, which are used to validate the artifacts

submitted [1]. These definitions themselves are based on the Inter-

national Vocabulary of Metrology [8], and comprise three levels:

(i) Repeatable: the measurements can be obtained again by the peo-

ple at the origin of the work. (ii) Reproducible: the measurements

can be obtained again by people who do not belong to the original

work team but have the original artifact of the authors. (iii) Replica-
ble: the measurements can be obtained again by people who do not

belong to the original work team but with artifacts they developed

independently.

Reproducibility is harder to achieve when the artifacts of an

experiment do not include the software environment in which it

was conducted. Indeed, side effects due to the environment can

occur and change the results of the experiment. It is easy to forget

to include an element in the software environment that has an

impact on the performance of the experiment. For instance, per-

formance but also the result of a simple C application may depend

on the compilation options [76] or also from the quantity of UNIX

environment variables [57].

Most of the current solutions in terms of ‘reproducibility’ involve

storing artifacts (system images, containers, virtual machines) and
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the replay of experiments [69, 10, 11]. Even if this is an important

step towards reproducibility, there is no guarantee that the software

environment can be re-built in the future, and thus no guarantee

that the experiments can be re-run if the artifacts disappear.

Evaluation of artifacts from conference papers is typically con-

ducted soon after their initial construction. Thus, it is highly likely

that the construction of the artifacts uses package mirrors (apt, rpm,
etc.) in a state or version similar to that of the submitted artifacts.

This raises the question of: What will happen when someone

tries to rebuild the artifact environment 1, 5, or 10 years into the

future? The objective of science is to be based on robust work to

advance the frontiers of knowledge (Stand on the shoulders of gi-
ants [58]). Such ‘short-term reproducibility’ is a major obstacle

to scientific progress and is in complete opposition to Open Sci-

ence [82]. No one would expect a mathematical proof to change

over time or even completely disappear. We believe that artifact

description currently mainly targets artifact reviewers, but, more
importantly, it should target future readers and researchers.

We believe that the concept that should be highlighted here is

variation [55, 31]. This means allowing a third party to use the en-

vironment defined for an experiment to investigate the same idea or

another research idea. An example of variation would be to change

theMPI implementation used in an experiment (e.g.,MPICH instead

of OpenMPI). Being able to introduce such a variation requires the

initial environment to be correctly defined.

However, even if variation is the end goal, we claim that the

current state of practice in Artifact Description (AD) and Evalua-

tion (AE) does not yet fulfill the main reproducibility properties,

in particular in terms of the reproducibility of the experimental

software environment.

This article analyzes the longevity of existingADs of the surveyed
articles and exposes seven observations summarizing our findings.

The key novelty of this article is to propose a badge that comple-

ments existing reproducibility badges and supports the longevity

of artifacts to withstand the test of time.

This article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the con-

text and work related to artifact evaluation. The objectives and

methodology of this study are presented in Section 3. In Section

4, we review almost 300 articles from five leading parallel and dis-

tributed systems conferences (CCGrid, EuroSys, OSDI, PPoPP, and

SC) of 2023, and discuss the state of the practice of artifact sharing.

Based on the findings described in Section 4, in Section 5 we pro-

pose a new badge that accounts for artifact longevity and discuss the
limitations of this study in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes

the work and presents final remarks and perspectives.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
The reproducibility-related definitions proposed by ACM [1] carry

some confusion, and the community did not reach a clear con-

sensus [65, 6]. In this paper, we modify the definition from [70]

to add the dimension of the experimental platform: "An experi-

ment is reproducible if the source code, the raw data, the analysis

scripts are available, their usage sufficiently described for some-

one to reproduce the experiments and analysis, and the access to

the experimental platform used is open". An artifact is a result of
self-contained work with a context-specific purpose [54].

In 2015, Hunold [50] conducted a survey among participants at

the Euro-Par conference to assess the vision of the parallel comput-

ing community on reproducibility questions. When asked about

the main reasons for not making the source code/raw data/data

processing available, the participants answered that: "it is irrelevant
because evolution is too fast" (90%), "it is not rewarding" (87%), "I
want to retain a competitive advantage" (84%). The second most

popular answer is quite interesting, since the AE processes were

not very popular at the time of the survey (the very first was in

2011 at the ESC/FSE conference). Since then, the sharing of artifacts

and their evaluation has become an established and accepted prac-

tice with benefits for the community [46]. The work by publishers

with the badging system aimed to reward authors for sharing their

artifacts. It would be interesting to conduct the survey again today

to quantify the impact of AE on this question, as we believe that re-

producibility and its challenges have since gained greater visibility.

Badges have been shown to be an effective strategy to incentivize

authors to make their research data available [52, 71], but have not

yet shown a significant impact on the visibility of the articles [84,

33, 48].

In [47], the authors surveyed the members of the artifact eval-

uation committees of computer science conferences about their

expectations of artifacts and the artifact review process. They found

that despite the call for artifacts that expressed expected observ-

able qualities of the submitted artifacts, there was no consensus on

what the expected qualities should be. The authors of [12] proposed

a global "quality indicator" for research artifacts with a detailed

framework, but it is not focused on reproducibility and does not

integrate with the current badge system. This lack of consensus

leaves reviewers without guidelines for correctly and uniformly

evaluating artifacts, which has been shown to be frustrating for

reviewers [7]. Furthermore, the study showed that there is a lack

of reviewer experience for reviewing artifacts.

Reviewing and reusing artifacts require two different points of

view. Reviewing focusesmore on the overall "quality" of the artifacts

(i.e., completeness, documentation), while the readers are more

interested in their reusability. An answer in the survey conducted

by Hermann et al. [47] explains that the experiments presented in

an article should be reproducible and that good documentation and

ease of setup are only bonuses.

Reusing artifacts poses problems when used in comparison with

othermethods.When researcherswant to compare their newmethod

with a method from the state-of-the-art, they either need to reim-

plement the method from scratch if no artifact is available, or, if the

artifact is available, researchers need to adapt the code of the arti-

fact to enable a comparison between the methods. In both cases, it is

not the original work that is being compared but a modified version

of it, which might lead to different results. An artifact with all repro-

ducibility badges might not be reusable and comparable "as is" by

other researchers. A solution that should be promoted by commit-

tees is the implementation of the authors’ solutions on collaborative

benchmarking frameworks. Some examples of such collaborative

frameworks exist for optimization problems [56], Edge-to-Cloud

experiments [68], or networking experiments [73].

The survey participants [47] also stated that the most important

thing is the availability of artifacts, rather than its reproducibility.
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The last decade has seen the creation of independent online scien-

tific journals to reward software and reproducibility. The most pop-

ular example is probably the Journal of Open Source Software (JOSS)
[75] that publishes articles about open source research software.
The review process, openly accessible as GitHub issues, includes a

thorough inspection of a submission’s source code, the documenta-

tion of the software, and a run-through of some examples. In the

field of Image Processing, the online journal Image Processing On
Line (IPOL) [16] requires the authors to implement the algorithms

proposed in their article and to make the implementation available

through an online demonstration for readers to explore and play

with. This requirement forces the authors to share their code along

with their article. IPOL noted that this requirement also helped

authors to improve their algorithms, as actually implementing the

algorithms might raise some undetected edge cases. As the review

process for journals is often much longer than for conferences,

reviewers have more time to investigate the artifacts and iterate

with the authors ways to improve the artifacts. In 2021, the journal

on Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems (TPDS) started
a program where researchers can submit short "critique" articles
that present their experiences in reproducing published results, and

that will be linked to the original publication if accepted [80].

Studies on the artifact process focus mainly on high-level char-

acteristics, as well as on the availability and citations of artifacts

[52, 71, 84, 33, 48]. In this work, we propose a technical, in-depth,

and article content-agnostic review of the methods and tools used

to create and share artifacts.

3 METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING
ARTIFACT SHARING

In this section, we survey 296 articles from 5 of the leading parallel
and distributed systems conferences of 2023, namely, CCGrid, Eu-

roSys, OSDI, PPoPP, and SC. These conferences used an Artifact

Description/Artifact Evaluation (AD/AE) process for the accepted
articles. This AD/AE process usually consists of the authors writing

an AD as an appendix of the article to show how to get and use

the artifact, how to install the dependencies, what the different

experiments are, and their estimated duration [63, 23, 49]. The AD

section is typically one or two pages long (in a double column lay-

out). This AD is complemented in practice by a web link provided

by the authors to a more detailed description of the artifact.

We selected five of the leading parallel and distributed systems

conferences held in 2023 that had a AD process and examined their

published proceedings. We formulated the questions below to guide

the survey of all articles in the proceedings. For each article, we

note the answer to these questions:

(1) How many reproducibility badges were awarded and which

badges were awarded to the article?

(2) Does the article have an AD section?

(3) Whether the article shared the URL of the artifact (it does

not have to be in the AD), and whether the URL is still valid?

(4) Howwas the source code shared: git repository (e.g.,GitHub,
GitLab), Zenodo, or a combination of solutions?

(5) If the source code has been shared via a git repository, we
record the number of commits and check whether a precise

commit was specified by the authors.

38.9%

37.7%

18%

1.8%

1.2%

0.6%

0.6%

0.6%

0.6%

git
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indirect
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Figure 1: Methods used by the authors to share artifacts. The
analysis characterizes the 154 artifacts available (Table 1).
The state-of-the-practice is dominated by git URLs, Zenodo
archives, and a combination of the two (git+zenodo).

(6) How were the experiments performed (e.g., local machines,

shared test-beds, proprietary machines, supercomputers,

simulation)?

(7) How was the software environment described and shared?

(8) What was the workflow of the experiments? (initially not

part of the survey questions)

In the following, we study five aspects of the ADs: artifact badges

and availability in Section 4.1 (points 1, 2, 3 above), source code

availability in Section 4.2 (points 4, 5 above), experimental platform

used in Section 4.3 (point 6 above), description and sharing of the

software environment in Section 4.4 (point 7 above), and workflow

of the experiments in Section 4.5 (point 8 above). Note that the

initial survey was not designed to record the workflow used in the

experiments and that this question arose during the analysis of the

artifacts.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Artifact badges and availability
Table 1 summarizes our evaluations, including the number of ar-

ticles for each conference and how many of them have AD. The

first surprising observation is that only about 20% of the articles

with the "Artifact available" badge also have an AD section in the

corresponding conference proceedings version. We presume that

the authors either forgot or declined to include this section in the

final version of the article. This is an unfortunate finding, as we

believe that the AD is valuable both for the artifact reviewer
and for future readers of the article.

Observation 1: Artifact badges and availability

Not all the papers rewarded with the "Artifact available"

badge have an artifact description in the proceeding ver-

sion.

4.2 Source code availability
Figure 1 shows how the artifacts were shared in the articles. Note

that several articles shared a link to their artifacts without having

3
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Table 1: Papers by considered conferences. The CORE rank [17] is in between parenthesis.

Papers Badges Artifact URL

Conference Accepted Found PDF Artifact Section Available Functional Reproduced Specified Available

CCGRID (A) 58 58 18 20 0 17 18 17

EUROSYS (A) 54 54 27 31 24 8 33 29

OSDI (A*) 55 55 13 28 30 26 26 25

PPOPP (A) 31 31 18 22 21 17 17 17

SC (A) 98 98 81 60 46 33 74 66

Total 296 296 157 161 121 101 168 154

an AD section or a badge. Most articles simply include the URL of

their git repository. Certain articles shared their code with Zenodo

[87] or Figshare [32], while others shared both with a git URL

and Zenodo. A minority of articles used Software-Heritage [45]

(abbreviated swh in Figure 1), Globus [37], or personal cloud drives.
Several authors used anonymous.4open.science [78] (abbrevi-

ated a4os in Figure 1) that allows users to share an anonymous

copy of a public repository on GitHub with reviewers. This is par-

ticularly useful for double-blind reviews. However, for all articles

surveyed, all links to this service were dead and there was no way to

retrieve the original git repository. We believe that the links simply

expired, which gives rise to issues of reproducibility by future re-

searchers. Furthermore, as long as the AE process does not count in

the accept/reject decision, having a double-blind review for the AE

only limits communication between reviewers and authors. If the

results of the AE will be taken into account for the decision, then

the community may need to investigate ways to perform the AE in

a double-blind manner. An easy solution would be to use tools such

as anonymous.4open.science [78] for the review and then replace

the URL with a (more) persistent URL in the camera-ready version

of the article. Some communities use third parties to anonymously

review artifacts, especially when they contain sensitive data [64].

A minority of authors shared their artifacts through an indirect

link. In most cases, this link points to the author’s personal Web

page, where there is the true link to access the artifact. The draw-

back of this approach is that if the author’s Web page is no longer

accessible, the link given in the article is no longer valid. Similar

comments apply to the sharing of artifacts with a link to a personal

cloud space (e.g., Google Drive).
Sharing only with a git URL can lead to traceability issues.

For instance, only 6% of the articles that shared artifacts via a

git URL mentioned the commit used for the experiments. Such a

solution could be satisfactory for the AE since the delay between

the submission of the article and the evaluation of its artifact is

short enough for the source code to be unaltered or in a similar

state. However, for future researchers aiming to build upon these

artifacts, it is nearly impossible to know which version of the code

was used. Another drawback of only using a git URL is that the

source code hosted on forges (e.g., GitHub, GitLab) might not be

available forever. For instance, authors could decide to delete or

rename their repository, invalidating the URL given in the article.

A better solution would be to use an institutional account on the

forges to store the git repository. However, in the worst case,

the entire source forge may need to close, making all repositories

unavailable (e.g., Google Code [38], GForge Inria).
One solution proposed by the conferences’ reproducibility guide-

lines is to archive the code via Zenodo or Figshare, and then refer

to the DOI generated by these archive websites in the AD section.

This has the advantage of giving a snapshot of the source code

as it was at the time of submission and allows future use of the

code. However, storing the source code on Zenodo has a simple

drawback: There is no possibility of partial code exploration. From

the point of view of future researchers, having to download poten-

tially large Zenodo archives to explore a few source files may be

cumbersome and may hinder engagement with the source code in

the artifact. Archiving can also break the link between the original

git URL if not archived correctly. Zenodo integrates with GitHub

[36], allowing to archive releases of a repository. This is why cer-

tain authors share the git URL and a Zenodo archive. If the link

between the repository and the Zenodo archive breaks (e.g., git
repository becomes unavailable), future researchers are left with a

single commit of the source code, and all the history of the project,

which contributes to the understanding and extensibility of the

project, is lost. Several artifacts shared through Zenodo are actu-

ally archives of a git repository and include the .git folder, and
thus the history of the project. Zenodo and Figshare are adapted

to archive datasets and binaries, not to the source code. Zenodo

and Figshare are heavily used because of the requirements from

the artifact review committee to have well-identified and citable

software, which goes through giving a DOI to the artifact. However,

these solutions are more appropriate for raw data and binaries, not

for source code [2, 24].

A more appropriate solution is to use Software-Heritage [45, 25].

Similarly to Zenodo, it offers permanent storage of source code,

with the same interface as usual source forges (e.g., GitHub, GitLab,
etc.). This means that future researchers can explore the source code

through an intuitive web interface without having to download

any archive. Software-Heritage also refers to the original source, so

that future researchers can access it if still available. For example,

[43] is the Software-Heritage archive of this article repository.

During this survey, we observed a surprising low number of

commits to the repositories linked in the articles when shared with

git (i.e., git, git+zenodo, git+figshare on Figure 1). We discov-

ered that 25% of the repositories have no more than 6 commits and

that 50% of the repositories have less than 20 commits. These repos-

itories appear to be a "dump" of the source code with some extra

4
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Figure 2: Experimental platform used in the surveyed arti-
cles. Most authors use the local machines at their disposal.
Certain authors also use supercomputers to experiment on
state-of-the-art systems. More concerning is the number of
articles relying on proprietary platforms, such as Amazon
Web Services, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure. Finally, a small
proportion of the articles uses shared testbeds.

commits for documentation. Such practices do not allow reviewers

and future researchers to explore the "true" history of the project,

which is contrary to the traceability principle of Open Science [82].

The observations made for a standalone Zenodo archive also apply

here. It also casts doubt on the authors’ good practices in terms of

the traceability of the experiments. We believe that for certain au-

thors, the AE process and reproducibility may only be a secondary

consideration.

Observation 2: Sharing source code

The practice of sharing code through a git URL might

result in future code unavailability. Archiving via Zenodo

is a better alternative, but may introduce friction for future

exploration. Using Software-Heritage appears to be the

best available solution to permanently share source code.

4.3 Experimental platforms
A sufficiently detailed description of the hardware used for any

experiment that exhibits a particular behavior or performance eval-

uation is crucial for reproducibility.

Figure 2 shows the types of platforms on which the experiments

were performed for all the surveyed articles, with or without AD

or a badge. Note that some artefacts used several platforms. Most

of the experimental platforms were local machines (local), but
the description of the machine (i.e., CPU, GPU, disk, etc.) is given.
This still makes it difficult for reviewers and future researchers

to find the exact hardware or something closest to the hardware

used. In some ADs, we observed that the authors provided access

to their local machines by giving the IP address and the password

to connect.

A better solution would be to use open and shared platforms, also

called testbeds [60]. Chameleon [51], Grid’5000 [5], or CloudLab

[30] are examples of such testbeds. Testbeds are not frequently used,

being used only in about 5% of the articles. In practice, proprietary

platforms such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Google

Cloud, are used more frequently, in 16% of the articles. Even if this

allows reviewers to more easily access probably similar machines in

the short term, it locks the experiments, and thus their reproducibil-

ity, behind a paywall. This goes against the Open Science principles

[82]. Using proprietary platforms also raises the question of who

should pay to reproduce the results of the authors. Some authors

using such platforms wrote in their AD the estimated monetary

cost of rerunning the experiments.

Similarly, several articles (in particular those from the Super-

computing conference (SC)) used supercomputers to conduct ex-

periments. While supercomputers are at the bleeding edge of tech-

nology, having access to such a system is restrictive and can take

several weeks or months before obtaining access.

Observation 3: Experimental platform

Most articles use machines that are difficult to access (local,

supercomputer, or proprietary). Testbeds are underrepre-

sented in the state of the practice, but appear to be better

suited for reproducibility [60].

4.4 Software environment
After downloading the correct version of the code on the correct

platform, reviewers must configure the correct software environ-

ment to execute the experiments. Figure 3 shows the different

techniques used to describe and share the software environment in

ADs. Note that an AD may use several of these techniques.
In the following, we go through the methods observed to share

the artifact software environment and discuss their reproducibility.

4.4.1 Images. Figure 4a shows the tools used to capture the soft-

ware environment of the experiments. Contrary to predictions

made in 2017 [74], most AD do not report using any particular

tool. However, certain AD report using virtualization tools, such as

containers or virtual machines.

The entire software stack is typically encapsulated in an image.
This image can then be deployed on machines to conduct the ex-

periments. A way to generate a system image is to start from a

base image, deploy this image, execute the commands required to

set up the desired environment, and finally compress the image.

Platforms such as Grid’5000 [5] and Chameleon [51] offer such tools

to their users (respectively tgz-g5k [40] and cc-snapshot [14]). In
the context of repeatability and replicability, if the image remains

available, this method of producing system images is adequate at

best. Concerning the traceability of the build, one cannot verify the

commands that have been used to generate the image, and thus

one relies entirely on the documentation from the experimenter.

Moreover, such images are not suitable to be versioned with tools

such as git as they are in binary format. In case the image is no

longer available, re-building the exact image may be complex.

Figure 4b shows the availability state of the images for AE. We

observe that most authors who use an image make it available in a

binary cache such as DockerHub. However, DockerHub does not

offer permanent image storage. Another solution is to archive the
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Figure 3: Techniques used to share the software environment in the ADs. An artifact can use several techniques.
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(a) Most artifacts used no tool or technology to generate/package their
software environment. Others used virtualization tools (e.g., containers
or virtual machines), the most frequent being Docker.
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(b) Questions related to the storing the prebuilt images and their
recipes for artifacts using virtualization tools.

Figure 4: Tools and technologies used to generate and package the software environment for the AE (Figure 4a), and the state of
the image and its recipe in the case of virtual tools (Figure 4b).

image in a long-term binary cache, such as Zenodo. However, this

is done rarely by the authors, only in 12% of the papers.

A better approach to (re)generate and share images is to use

recipes. Recipes, such as Dockerfiles for Docker containers or
Kameleon recipes [72] for system images, are a sequence of com-

mands to execute on a base image to generate the desired environ-

ment. The text format of the recipes makes them more suitable for

version control, sharing, and reconstructing. Base images often have

several versions, which are identified by labels called tags. In the

case of Docker, the tag for the latest version is often called ’latest’.

Basing an environment on this tag breaks traceability and, thus,

the reconstruction of the image itself. Indeed, if a newer version is

available at the time of a future rebuild of the environment, then

the image will be based on this newer version and not the original

version. Another important question is to know whether the base

image and all the versions can themselves be re-built, and if it is

not the case, what is the permanence of the platforms hosting those

images? For instance, the longevity of the Nvidia/CUDA Docker

image is only 6 months; after 6 months, the Nvidia administrators

of DockerHub delete the images [61]. However, in Figure 4b we see
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that less than half of the ADs that use an image do not share the

recipe, or we were unable to find the recipe to inspect or rebuild

the image. This means that if the image is not in a binary cache,

then it is impossible to rebuild it exactly. The row Loose image in

Figure 3 shows the articles that based their software environments

on a short longevity image.

4.4.2 List of package versions. One of the popular approaches to
share the software environment is simply to list the dependencies

of the artifact. We observed several levels of this listing approach.

The first level is to only list the name of the dependencies (List
in Figure 3). In this case, reviewers or future researchers do not

have information about the versions used or whether there is any

required feature from the dependencies. Future versions of a de-

pendency might have introduced breaking changes that make the

artifact unusable. The authors can then give a minimum version to

use (List (>=) in Figure 3), for example gcc >= 10.0.0. Although
this gives at least a lower bound on the versions, it does not offer

a guarantee that any future version will also work. Finally, the

most popular approach is to give the version used for each and all

dependencies (List (==) in Figure 3). Listing all dependencies by

hand raises several important questions. Are actually all the depen-
dencies listed? What about the dependencies of the dependencies?

How can we bring a system in the same state as the original system?

An answer to these questions is provided at the end of Section 4.4.

Observation 4: Listing dependencies

Simply listing the software dependencies and their version

is not enough to regenerate the correct software environ-

ment.

4.4.3 Package managers’ installation commands. Another popular
way to describe the software environment is to list the installation

commands in the package manager (e.g., apt, yum). These com-

mands typically take the form:

sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install packageA packageB

Another pertinent question arises here: What are the versions of

the installed packages? Indeed, calls to apt-get update (or equiv-

alent for other package managers) make the software environment

depend on the state of the mirror of the package manager at the

time the author did the experiments, or on the configuration of

the package manager which should thus also be included in the

artifact. For AE, the mirror may not change significantly between

the time of the experiments and the time of the review. However,

the probability that in 5 or 10 years the mirror will be in the same

state is very low, and the installed versions will not be exact the

same as in the experiments of the authors. This approach also im-

plicitly defines a dependency on the operating system distribution

that must be used to recreate the original environment.

There are "workarounds" tomake sure that the packages installed

via classical package managers are the expected ones. For example,

using a snapshot of the mirror [21]. These snapshots are a dump of

the mirror at a given time and users can then install packages from

these snapshots using the usual interface of the package manager.

However, the use of snapshots can cause issues. In particular, what

if the package installed from the snapshot creates a conflict with a

package already installed on the system? This is especially the case

for systems based on the FilesystemHierarchy Standard (FHS), such

as Debian-based distributions, where all binaries and libraries are

stored under /usr/bin and /usr/lib. Also, what happens to the

already installed packages if the artifact requires the installation

of an old version of the glibc? One solution would be to use a

virtualization tool such as a container or virtual machine, but, as

seen in Section 4.4.1, they have their own reproducibility issues.

Using snapshots makes it more difficult to introduce variation in

the software environment. Indeed, installing more recent packages

might be tedious or introduce conflicts with the installed packages.

Observation 5: Classical package managers

Installing dependencies through classical package man-

agers (e.g., apt, yum) creates a dependency on an uncontrol-
lable state: the state of the mirror of the package manager.

Freezing the state of the mirror introduces new compati-

bility problems with the underlying system and hinders

the introduction of variation.

4.4.4 pip and conda. When the software environment contains

only Python packages, freezing the dependencies with pip (pip
freeze) is not enough. pip only describes the Python environ-

ment, and ignores the system dependencies that numerous pack-

ages have. For example, freezing an environment containing zmq
Python package will not freeze the ZeroMQ system package in-

stalled on the system. Even if re-creating a Python environment

from a requirements.txt is simple, installing a list of system pack-

ages with specific version is, on the other hand, muchmore complex.

In the best case, the repository includes a requirements.txt that

lists all Python dependencies with the exact versions. However, in
practice, we observed the same issues as presented in Section 4.4.2

when the authors provided a list of dependencies without version

or with a loose version.

4.4.5 Downloading from the outside world. A common practice

when authors need to install a dependency unavailable through

classical package managers is to install it from source. For this,

the authors indicate in the AD how to download the dependency

and how to build it. However, when cloning a git repository, a

common error is not specifying the commit to use. If no commit

is specified, git will by default use the latest commit of the main

branch, which could be completely different between the moment

of artifact review and 10 years into the future. The same goes for

archives downloaded via wget/curl, typically in the form

curl https://website.com/download/release-latest.tar.gz

the outcome of which varies with time. Both of these approaches

were labeled Imprecise download in Figure 3.

Moreover, the downloaded git repository could disappear in

the future, and therefore cloning from Software-Heritage would be

more robust than cloning from a forge (e.g.,GitHub, GitLab). The
same remark applies to downloaded archives from websites.

Another important point is to check that the downloaded ob-

ject is indeed the expected one. This can be done by checking the

cryptographic hash of the downloaded object and comparing it to
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the expected one. Among all articles surveyed, we observed this

practice only once (Verified download in Figure 3).

Observation 6: Content of downloaded objects

Every object coming from outside the environmentmust be

examined to ensure that it contains the expected content. It

is more preferable that the building of the environment fails

if the content differs from the expected one, rather than

the environment silently building with different content.

4.4.6 Modules. A popular way to manage a software environment

in high performance computing (HPC) systems is through Mod-
ules [34, 13]. Modules allow users to change their environment

by "loading" and "unloading" packages and allow one to manage

different versions of applications. Under the hood, the modules

change the $PATH environment variables. One drawback is that

loading and unloading modules have side effects on the state of the

system and, therefore, might not reset the system to its initial state.

Manually loading the correct modules can also be quite error-prone

for users. Moreover, modules are system-specific (e.g.,compiled MPI

with special optimizations for the underlying system). Thus, shar-

ing a module-based environment between two systems might be

impossible. As modules are maintained by system administrators,

and allow them to limit and control the applications that can be

run by users. Moreover, modules do not have infinite longevity and

might become unavailable in the future.

4.4.7 Spack. Spack [35] is a package manager similar to pip but for
system packages and their dependencies. It is possible to export the

environment as a text file and rebuild it on another machine. How-

ever, the environment produced might not be completely identical.

Indeed, Spack uses already present applications on the machine to

build packages from the sources. In particular, Spack assumes the

presence of a C compiler on the system and will use this C compiler

to build the dependencies of the environment. Hence, if two differ-

ent machines have two different C compilers, then the resulting

environment is likely to differ from the desired environment. One

clear advantage of Spack is the ease in which one can introduce

variation into an environment through the command line. Spack

can also be run as an unprivileged user and does not require the

approval of the system administrators. Spack will download and

build dependencies into a folder located in the user’s $HOME. How-
ever, a drawback of using Spack is that this directory consumes a

lot of storage quota and inodes, which are limited in HPC systems.

4.4.8 Vendoring. One way to ensure the use of correct dependen-

cies is to "vendor" them. This means having a copy of the depen-

dencies’ source code in the artifact itself and then building the de-

pendencies from source. Authors sometimes use git submodules
to perform vendoring. However, submodules are not copies of de-
pendencies, but simply a link to a specific commit of another git
repository. Hence, if one of the dependency’s repositories disap-

pears, the artifact will not build. Furthermore, vendoring has limits

as it cannot reasonably capture all dependencies by hand (e.g., C
compiler), so it is only limited to "adjacent" dependencies.

4.4.9 Functional package managers. Tools such as Nix [28] or Guix

[19] fix most of the problems described in the previous subsections.

However, they are only used in about 1% of the artifacts examined.

As Nix and Guix share similar concepts, in the following, we will

focus on Nix, under the premise that all insights also apply to Guix.

Nix is a pure functional package manager for package repro-

ducibility. A Nix package is defined as a function where the de-

pendencies of the packages represent the inputs of the function,

and the body of the function contains the instructions to build the

package. Package building is done in a sandbox which guarantees

to build in a strict and controlled environment. First, the sources

are fetched and then their content is verified by Nix. If the hash of

the sources differs from the expected hash, Nix stops the build of

the package and yields an error. Nix also fetches and builds depen-

dencies recursively. The build commands are then executed in the

sandbox with the environment defined by the user. At this stage,

no network access or only access to the local file system is possible.

Nix can generate environments that can be assimilated as a mul-

tilanguage counterpart to Python’s virtualenvs. But it can also

create containers images (Docker, Singularity, LXC, etc.), virtual ma-

chines, or full system images with the operating system NixOS [29].

The process of building an image with classical tools (Dockerfile,
Kameleon recipe, etc.) is often iterative and arduous. Defining an

image with Nix is done in a declarative fashion. This has the advan-
tage of making the image build faster when modifying an already

built recipe [41]. It also avoids the tedious optimization of the order

of operations, which is common when building from a Dockerfile
[27]. As Nix packages are functions, introducing a variation means

changing an argument when the function is called.

Systems like Debian store all packages in the /usr/bin and

/usr/lib directories. This ordering can lead to conflicts between

different versions of the same library, and thus limits the introduc-

tion of variation in the environment without breaking the system.

Unlike FHS-based systems, Nix installs each package in its own

directory. These individual directories are stored in the Nix Store
located at /nix/store, in a read-only file-system. Each directory

name is prefixed with the hash of its sources:

/nix/store/jqvvkhzkm9irdqdqmb8m1jxahnh2j2yl-nix-2.18.1

Hence, if a user wants to install a different version of an already

installed package, its source code would be different, thus the hash

will be different, andNixwill then create a new directory to store the

new package. The advantage of this fine-grained isolation method is

the precise definition of the $PATH environment variable to manage

software environments.

The definition of packages through functions also facilitates their

sharing and distribution. There is a large base of package definitions

written by the community and hosted in a git repository called

nixpkgs [59, 67], archived in Software-Heritage. Users can easily

base their new packages or environments on those definitions. It is

also possible for independent teams and research groups to have

their own base of packages. Guix-HPC [44], NUR-Kapack [62], or

Ciment-channel [39] are examples of independent package bases

for HPC and distributed systems.

Limits of Functional Package Managers. Although tools such as

Nix and Guix greatly improve the state of reproducibilityfor soft-

ware environments, it is still possible to make an impure package
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or make it dependent on some exterior state. Nix addresses this

issue with the Flake experimental feature [81].

To ensure reproducibility and traceability of an environment,

Nix requires that all packages and their dependencies have their

source code open and that the packages be packaged with Nix. This

could seem limiting in the case of proprietary software where the

source code is unavailable (Intel compilers, for example). It is still

possible to use such proprietary packages with the impure mode

of Nix, but it breaks the traceability and thus the reproducibility of

the software environment.

The construction of packages in a sandbox goes through an

isolation mechanism of the file system using chroot system call.

This feature used to be restricted to users with root privileges.

In HPC systems, this type of restrictive permission significantly

hinders the adoption of Nix or Guix. Thankfully, the unprivileged
user namespace feature of the Linux Kernel allows users to bypass

in most cases this need of specific rights.

As Nix needs to recompile packages that are not available in

its binary cache from their source code, it is possible that future

rebuilds are impossible if the host of the source code disappears [9].

However, since Software-Heritage now performs frequent archives

of open-source repositories, it should be possible to find, when

needed, the sources of interest [18].

Finally, these tools also require a change of viewpoint in the

way software environments are managed, which might make the

learning curve steeper.

Observation 7: Functional package managers

Functional package managers (FPM), e.g., Nix [28] or Guix
[19], provide reproducibility guarantees for the software

environment produced. FPMs are extremely underused,

probably due to their steep learning curve. We believe

that such tools are the closest to solving the challenge of

reproducibility of software environments.

4.5 Workflow managers
We initially did not plan to record the workflow of the experiments

for each article. However, during the survey, we made the striking

observation that almost no artifact made use of a workflow man-

ager to conduct experiments. Authors describe the experiments

workflow primarily in two ways: using lengthy and fragile bash
scripts or a README file that requires copy-pasting the commands. In

certain articles, commands are directly included in the text, making

it even harder to read and copy-paste.

As experiments in distributed computing systems can be quite

expensive to run (especially if one needs access to a supercomputer

or a proprietary system in the cloud), having the possibility to run

a subset of the workflow is crucial for reproducibility. For example,

a reviewer or future researcher may want to rerun only the data

analysis step of the workflow in the artifact (dataset that has been

stored on Zenodo, for example) or perhaps add a new combination

of parameters to the entire workflow.

Workflowmanagers [85] have become the standard for executing

complex bioinformatic pipelines. However, despite the plethora

of available workflow systems [20, 53, 26, 22, 3, 77, 83] the stark

observation is that none of the surveyed artifacts used any of them.

Observation 8: Workflow managers

The workflows described in the artifacts are based on man-

ually copy-pasted commands from README files or on the

execution of fragile bash scripts. The community could

greatly benefit by adopting workflow managers [85].

5 ARTIFACT LONGEVITY BADGE PROPOSAL
We believe that the current badging system misses an important

aspect of the quality of artifacts: their longevity. By longevity we

mean the time an artifact will remain in the same state as the state

used by the authors. As we have seen in Section 4, the popular

tools and methods for sharing source code, the software environ-

ment package, or platforms to perform experiments differ in their

longevity longevity guarantees/quality.

Artifacts that offer longevity are much more valuable and impact-

ful to future researchers who may wish to build on them, deserve to

be rewarded, and have greater visibility. Table 2 proposes a first in-
stance of a grading framework to assess the longevity of an artifact

based on three criteria: sharing of the source code, the experimental

setup used, and the software environment. We propose to grade

each aspect on 5 levels ranging from insufficient (Level 0) to best

(Level 4). Averaging the score for each criterion yields an overall

score for the artifact.

Recommendation: Artifact Longevity Badge

Artifacts that obtain a longevity score of 3 or higher should

be awarded the Artifact Longevity Badge.

The specifics of the score for each criterion should further be
discussed in the community beyond the specifics introduced in

this work, to reach a consensus on the desired good practices. They

are also bound to change as software tools and practices evolve.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the longevity scores for each

of the three criteria and the overall longevity score for the articles

surveyed in Section 4. Given the overall longevity scores of the 154

articles surveyed with available artifacts, only 1.2% (or 2 articles)

receive the Artifact Longevity Badge. The most penalizing criterion

is the software environment, since most articles received a score of

0 because they do not describe their software environment accu-

rately enough. In keeping with the theme of article content-agnostic

review, we refrain from identifying in this work the articles that

received the newly proposed Artifact Longevity Badge.

6 DISCUSSION
Section 4 exposes the lack of long-term reproducibility of the arti-

facts. Popular tools and methods do not provide sufficient guaran-

tees concerning the artifacts’ longevity. By reviewing the state of

the practice, we aim to raise awareness about this forgotten yet im-

portant dimension of reproducibility. Our proposal of a new badge,

in Section 5, to reward authors for creating artifacts with longevity
aims to start a community discussion on this topic.
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Table 2: Proposed grading framework for evaluating artifact longevity.

Grade Artifact Longevity Criteria

[0..4] Source Code Experimental Platform Software environment

0 imprecise version (e.g., git repository

without fixed commit)

not described not partially described (e.g., dependencies
list, apt commands, imprecise download)

1 fixed version, partial exploration (e.g.,
git with fixed commit)

high monetary cost (e.g., Proprietary plat-
forms)

long-term availability, some dependen-

cies (e.g., Vendoring, precise download)

2 long-term storage, fixed version (e.g.,
Archive of a release)

difficult access (e.g., Local machines) shorter-term availability, recipe, most de-

pendencies captured, more precise re-

build (e.g., Spack)

3 long-term storage, fixed version, history

(e.g.,Archive of a repository with history)
longer-term access, difficult access, low

monetary cost (e.g., Supercomputer)

long-term availability, available recipe,

all dependencies captured, imprecise re-

build (e.g., Long-term storage of the im-

age and recipe)

4 long-term storage, fixed version, his-

tory, partial exploration (e.g., Software-
Heritage)

longer-term access, easy access, low to no

monetary cost (e.g., Testbeds, simulator)

long-term availability, recipe, exact re-

build, all dependencies captured (e.g.,
Nix/Guix)
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Figure 5: Artifact longevity score for each of the three criteria
(Table 2) - three top graphs, and the overall longevity score
for the artifact - bottom graph. We recommend a minimum
longevity score of 3 to award the Artifact Longevity Badge.
Given the overall longevity scores of the 154 surveyed articles
with available artifacts (Section 4.1), only 1.2 percent receive
the Artifact Longevity Badge.

Threats to study’s validity. This study focused only on five con-

ferences on parallel and distributed systems, all from the same year
(2023). Only one author of this study manually collected the data,

which could have introduced errors and bias. The same author in-

vested 5-10 minutes for each article to collect the aforementioned

information, and may have missed details about the artifacts.

7 SUMMARY AND PERSPECTIVES
Summary. Awarding reproducibility badges to authors for their

reproducibility efforts is an effective practice to encourage sharing

of work and improving its quality. However, the notion of "repro-

ducibility" considered by the badges is limited and does not cover

important aspects of the reproducibility crisis. In this work, we

surveyed 296 articles from five leading conferences in parallel and

distributed systems (CCGrid, EuroSys, OSDI, PPoPP, SC) of 2023.

For each article, we collected information on its artifact and the

badges awarded. We conclude that the state of practice does not

address the reproducibility problems in terms of longevity of the

artifacts. Thus, we proposed a new badge to reward artifacts that

will withstand the test of time. We associate with this new badge

a framework for grading and awarding the badge when artifacts

meet certain thresholds.

Perspectives. This work has the potential to trigger a series of lon-
gitudinal artifact reproducibility studies along different dimensions,

such as workflow managers. Collecting data manually is slow and

error-prone. Describing the metadata of the artifacts in a standard-

ized format (similar to the Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) [79,

86]) would greatly improve the provenance of the artifacts. Such

metadata would also allow automatic downloading and processing

of artifacts, enabling artifact reproducibility studies at very large

scales. Currently, each artifact longevity criterion has equal weight

in the overall longevity score. A community discussion is needed

to identify the adequate weight to attribute to each criterion.
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A ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION
We recommend that the reader refers to the README of the reposi-
tory.

A.1 Repository
The snapshot of the repository containing the sources for the anal-

ysis scripts, the forms for each of the papers surveyed, and the

sources for the paper is available on Software-Heritage [43]:

URL: https://archive.softwareheritage.org/swh:1:dir:3904

795a49327b1e9b7ef1a8af f995b1f94ae6fb;origin=https://gith

ub.com/GuilloteauQ/artef act- lifetime;visit=swh:1:snp:9adc

667f9f ef cb6783df076520ef357231030ad4;anchor=swh:1:rev:

ad4d19abb5da12fd6df708bc13e444d834c85dfa

Software-Heritage metadata:

swh:1:dir:3904795a49327b1e9b7ef1a8aff995b1f94ae6fb;
origin=https://github.com/GuilloteauQ/artefact-lifetime;
visit=swh:1:snp:9adc667f9fefcb6783df076520ef357231030ad4;
anchor=swh:1:rev:ad4d19abb5da12fd6df708bc13e444d834c85dfa

A.2 Dataset
The data set used in this article is available on Zenodo under DOI

10.5281/zenodo.10650804 [42].

A.3 Software dependencies
This artifact uses Nix to set up the software environment. We make

use of the Flake feature of Nix, which was introduced in Nix 2.4.

A.4 Hardware dependencies
The only hardware requirement is a machine with an Internet

connection and that is able to download Nix (Linux, MacOS). The

reader might need to have root privileges on the machine for the

installation process.

A.5 Estimated time to reproduce
Most of the time will be spent installing the dependencies. We

estimate that the entire workflow will be completed in less than 30

minutes.
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